
Prince George’s County
Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations Rewrite

The Maryland – National Capital Park & Planning CommissionSeptember 19, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good (Morning/Evening),�My name is (your name) and I am a (title) with the Prince George’s County Planning Department of The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission. I would like to thank you for allowing me to brief you on  the Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations rewrite project. Let’s start off with a little quiz to see how much we know…. (do NOT move to the next slide)True or FalseThe Zoning Ordinance helps determine the height and size of buildings in development areas The Zoning Ordinance tell me what I can build in my neighborhood.Multiple choiceThe Zoning ordinanceRegulates land useB. Regulates building designsC. Regulates how we building in our communitiesD. All the above
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Project Goals
What is Zoning?

 Zoning is the process of 
regulating the land use and 
building design (e.g. height, 
density, and setback) within a 
community.

 Zoning Ordinance is the written 
law that defines how zoning can 
be implemented in a community. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan Prince George’s 2035 sets forth the policies for how Prince George's County should grow and develop into the 21st Century. The Plan establishes goals for the County’s Land Use, Transportation and Mobility, protection of our natural environment, housing, community. It is the shared collective vision for the Prince George’s County of the Future



The current ordinance is…

 Outdated, lengthy, and confusing 

 Not responsive to the county’s vision for 
future growth and development

 An impediment to economic growth

Project Background
Why are we rewriting?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we rewriting the Zoning Ordinance?The current code is Is not user-friendly or easy to understandDoes not support the types of development we want in our communitiesAND makes the land-development process in Prince George’s County expensive, time-consuming, and unpredictable It is very important to understand that a new Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations will not, in and of themselves, lead to economic development. But they can very much act as impediments to economic development, and one of our key findings to date is that the Prince George’s County laws have a significant negative relationship with economic growth in the county – they are too complicated, too time consuming, have uncertain outcomes, and make it nearly impossible for anyone - resident, staff, developer, or Board member/Council Member – to understand the process. This doesn’t benefit anyone.Rewriting the Zoning Ordinance and Subdivisions Regulations is also a priority implementation step of Plan Prince George’s 2035– the approved General Plan.  One of the leading reasons for rewriting the Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations is the change in the real estate market and travel preferences. There is an increased demand for a range of housing types near a variety of transportation choices, especially mass transit. The region, the real estate market, and the County are fundamentally changing and we need to be prepared for it to be competitive within the Washington, D.C. Region. Growth and development WILL happen. Where and how it will happen are important outcomes of what the Zoning Ordinance Rewrite, in combination with Plan 2035, hope to achieve with your help.(NOTE: This slide and this type of script will likely lead to some questions. Be ready to discuss the issues at play. Sometimes when I’ve presented this slide I would explicitly address the residential tax burden on county residents, and speak to how the ZO/SR and the rewrite could help diversify the tax base and increase the non-residential portion, which reduces burden on residents. Other questions may involve the hows and whys of complication, time-consuming, and uncertainty of outcome – cw)



 Streamline the ordinance and development 
approval process

 Modernize and consolidate our zones and 
development standards

 Incentivize revitalization and economic, transit-
oriented, and mixed-use development

 Protect established neighborhoods 

Project Goals
What do we hope to accomplish?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we hope to accomplish?��Our goal is to make the process easier to understand, user-friendly, and supportive of the types of quality development that our communities desires by:Streamlining the ordinance and development approval process. This mitigates risks and expenses to the community and developers by making the process more predictable.Modernizing and consolidating our zones and development standards. Many of our zones are out of touch with modern planning and development practices or do the same thing as other zones. Some zones are on the books but are not on the ground on a single property in the County. Similarly, our standards are designed for a 1960s and 70s suburban environment. There’s nothing wrong with suburban development, and we have a very successful suburban community. But we also have an historic Rural and Agricultural portion of the county and increasingly urban portions. We need a Zoning Ordinance that addresses all three of these situations.Incentivizing revitalization and economic, transit-oriented, and mixed-use development. A STREAMLINED AND MODERN 21st Century Zoning Ordinance will help re-energize the County’s economy, make better use of our 15 metro stations, and building communities that encourage more mixing of uses – residential, restaurants, plazas, offices - like any great downtown.AND Protecting established residential neighborhoods. Our stable single-family communities have many characteristics we want to preserve for years to come. We also have some communities that maybe need a little assistance, perhaps a sidewalk here or stronger enforcement guidelines there.�
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Tuesday
May 6, 2014

Prince George's County 
Council approves 

Plan 2035

Plan Prince George’s 2035

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan Prince George’s 2035 sets forth the policies for how Prince George's County should grow and develop into the 21st Century. The Plan establishes goals for the County’s Land Use, Transportation and Mobility, protection of our natural environment, housing, community. It is the shared collective vision for the Prince George’s County of the Future
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Page 252
of  Plan 2035 

Identifies updating the 
County’s Zoning Ordinance as 

the 1st Priority Strategy for 
Plan Implementation

Plan Prince George’s 2035

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 252 of Plan 2035, which identifies creating Priority Strategies and Critical Initiatives for implementing Plan 2035. Updating the County's Zoning Ordinance is a key initiative to moving Prince George's County toward its vision for the future. Furthermore, Plan 2035 defines several of the key goals and provides guidance on how the zoning rewrite should be adapted to address the key elements of the County’s vision which include land use, economic prosperity, transportation and mobility, the natural environment, housing and neighborhoods, community heritage, culture, and design, healthy communities, and public facilities. Clarion Associates used these strategies combined with national best practices, and input from our stakeholders to prepare the first draft of a new zoning ordinance for the county. These strategies can be found on page 305 of the 



 1st Priority – DOWNTOWNS

 2nd Priority – Innovation Corridor

 3rd Priority – Other Regional Transit Districts

Plan Prince George’s 2035
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we hope to accomplish?��The Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations rewrite aims to make the process easier to understand, user-friendly, and supportive of the types of quality development that our communities desires byStreamlining the ordinance and development approval process. This mitigates risks to developers and to the community by making the process more predictable. Going from more than 1,000 pages to some far less.Modernizing and consolidating our zones and development standards. We didn’t have access to computers and the advance technology as we do today.  Making the ordinance available online and in a form that allow viewers to search provides for better interaction.Incentivizing revitalization and economic, transit-oriented, and mixed-use development. A STREAMLINED AND MODERN 21st Century zoning ordinance will re-energize the County economy, make better use of 27 metro stations, and building communities that encourage more mixed-use– like a downtown Silver Spring. AND Protecting established residential neighborhoods. Our communities have many characteristics and culture we want to preserve for years to come.�



Key Proposed Changes
Zoning Structure
27-4 (Module 1)
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Table 27-3.102: Establishment of Zones
Base Zones

Agricultural and Open Space Base Zones
PL: Public Land Zone
AL: Agricultural – Large Lot Zone
AR: Agricultural-Residential Zone
Residential Zones
RE: Residential Estate Zone
RR: Rural Residential Zone
SFR-4.6: Single-Family Residential-4.6 Zone
SFR-6.7: Single-Family Residential-6.7 Zone
SFR-A: Single-Family Residential – Attached Zone
MFR-12: Multifamily Residential-12 Zone
MFR-20: Multifamily Residential-20 Zone
MFR-48: Multifamily Residential-48 Zone
Transit Oriented/Activity Center Base Zones
NAC: Neighborhood Activity Center Zone
TAC: Town Activity Center Zone
LTO: Local Transit-Oriented Zone
RTO-L: Regional Transit-Oriented – Low Intensity Zone
RTO-H: Regional Transit-Oriented – High Intensity Zone
Nonresidential Base Zones
NC: Neighborhood Commercial Zone
GCO: General Commercial and Office Zone
SC: Service Commercial Zone
IE: Industrial/Employment Zone
HI: Heavy Industrial Zone

Planned Development Zones
Residential Planned Development Zones
RPD-L: Residential Planned Development – Low Intensity Zone
RPD: Residential Planned Development Zone
MHPD: Mobile Home Planned Development Zone
Transit/Activity Center Planned Development Zones
NAC-PD: Neighborhood Activity Center Planned Development Zone
CAC-PD: Campus Activity Center Planned Development Zone
TAC-PD: Town Activity Center Planned Development Zone
LTO-PD Local Transit-Oriented Planned Development Zone
RTO-PD Regional Transit-Oriented Planned Development Zone
Other Planned Development Zones
MU-PD: Mixed-Use Planned Development Zone
IE-PD: Industrial/Employment Planned Development Zone

Overlay Zones
Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Overlay Zones
RCO: Resource Conservation Overlay Zone
LDO: Limited Development Overlay Zone
IDO: Intense Development Overlay Zone
Aviation Policy Area Overlay Zones
APA-1: Runway Protection Zone
APA-2: Inner Safety Zone
APA-3S: Small Airport Inner Turning Area Zone
APA-3M: Medium Airport Inner Turning Area Zone
APA-4: Outer Safety Zone
APA-5: Sideline Safety Zone
APA-6: Traffic Pattern Area Zone
Other Overlay Zones
NCO: Neighborhood Conservation Overlay Zone

 Rewritten ordinance 
proposes 43 zones
 21 base zones
 10 planned 

development zones
 12 overlay zones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. A checklist of things/concerns we’ve heard…like to go through them…..3-Agriculture and Open Spaces zones8-Residential zones5-Transit-Oriented (Activity Center Based Zones)5-Nonresidential zones (Commercial, Office, Industrial)3- Residential Planned Development Zones5-Transit/Activity Center Planned Development Zones2-Other Planned Development Zones3-Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Overlay zones7-Aviation Policy Area Overlay Zones1- “Other Overlay Zone”, Neighborhood Conservation Overlay ZoneNames?As scary as this looks, this is about 30 fewer zones than we have today. 



Key Proposed Changes
Zoning Structure
27-4 (Module 1)
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 Current Zoning Ordinance includes 74 zones 
 33 base zones
 26 mixed-use and comprehensive design zones
 15 overlay zones

 Rewritten ordinance proposes 43 zones
 21 base zones
 10 planned development zones
 12 overlay zones

 Logical and intuitive organization

 User-friendly format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



Key Proposed Changes
Replacement of Mixed-Use Zones
27-4.303 (Module 1)
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 Replacement of M-U-I
 New center based zones
 More flexibility with new residential, commercial, and 

industrial zones

 Deletion of overlay zones (TDO and DDO)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we talk about use structure, we’re not talking about the specific uses that will be allowed in each zone.  But…rather….



Key Proposed Changes
Use Structure (Principal Uses)
27-5 and 27-2 (Module 1)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establishes Principal Use Tables Identifies principal uses allowed in each zoneThree-tiered systemDefines each Use Category and Use Types Modernizes/Consolidates uses Allows more uses by rightModernizes and consolidates use specific standards



Key Proposed Changes
Use Structure
27-5 and 27-2 (Module 1)
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 New structure for uses

 All uses defined in Chapter 27-8: Interpretation and 
Definitions 

 Consolidated in one chapter

 Three-tier classification system
 Use classification
 Use categories
 Use types

 Separate sections for principal and temporary uses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three tier hierarchy...	Use classifications (ag uses, residential, institutional, commercial, and industrial uses)	Use categories (are the major subgroups of uses…common functions or physical characteristics)	Use types (specific principal uses whose characteristics fall within various use categories….bars, lounges, and restaurants are use types within Eating or Drinking establishments)	When we talk about use structure, we’re not talking about the specific uses that will be allowed in each zone.  But…rather….We provided during out October 18th briefing, You expressed a desire to see the uses nest into each zone?Are you ready to simplify the use table?Your current ordinance has over 11,000 separate uses, the consultant has proposed 200. Are you comfortable with this?YES….we are creating a document that highlights the current ordinance use and how they relate to the new uses.	You will have this before we enter into any worksessions that deals with uses. What we’ve heard:



Key Proposed Changes
Development Standards
27-6 (Module 2)
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 New standards that do not exist today:
 Green Building Standards and Incentives
 Open Space Set-Asides
 Roadway Access, Mobility, and Circulation
 Form and Design Standards
 Large Retail Development Standards

 Modernized standards for:
 Signage
 Landscaping
 Parking

 Quality development that protect:
 Our environmental and historical resources
 Our neighborhoods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We heard from developers, Clarion, stakeholders (primarily residents). This is entirely in your hands, it’s not going to be right until you says it’s right.  Are you comfortable that these are the right standards to ensure high-quality development for Prince George’s County? Adopt the highest quality development standards you can given the market realities if where we are.  If you shoot too high you get no development without driving developers away.  There is a level that the market can support and we going to find that and achieve it. Are you comfortable with these are these the right standards to ensure high-quality  development?



Key Proposed Changes
Neighborhood Compatibility Standards
27-6.1100 (Module 2)
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 Protects single-family neighborhoods

 Applies to new: 
 Multifamily

 Townhouse 

 Live/work

 Nonresidential 

 Mixed-use development 

Neighborhood Compatibility Standards (NEW)

Building Height 
Modulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges we’ve discussed lately regarding US 1 and major Centers proximate to residential. US 1 standards don’t necessarily work . We’ll continue to work to develop standards for this area. We would love to hear any suggestions you have as we move forward. 



Key Proposed Changes
Neighborhood Compatibility Standards
27-6.1100 (Module 2)
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 Proper transition between residential and more intense 
uses

 US 1 (Baltimore Ave) and Centers proximate to 
residential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges we’ve discussed lately regarding US 1 and major Centers proximate to residential. US 1 standards don’t necessarily work . We’ll continue to work to develop standards for this area. We would love to hear any suggestions you have as we move forward. 



Key Proposed Changes
Review and Approval Authority
27-3.200 (Module 3)
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 Administrative Action (Routine development decisions)
 Enough parking?
 Enough lighting?
 Access in right place?
 Building too big or too small?

 Requires notice citizens

 Checks and Balances

 What is the right threshold?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now think more things will go to site plan than today.  (look at video)The goal is to get the most predicable and efficient government process that we can.  How do you make the process more predicable and efficient.  You heard yesterday from a developer’s perspective, why there is a hesitation the building in PGC.  Unpredictable and long….I have a better way of making my money. There are other places that are more predicable than PGC and faster.  Adopt good standards and when it is a simple site plan let it be done administratively. When it’s more complicated it goes to the planning board, if it’s major it goes to DC.  There is an appeal procedures in the ordinance.  



Key Proposed Changes
Review and Approval Authority
27-3 (Module 3)
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 Administrative Approvals…routine development 
decisions:
 Enough parking?
 Enough lighting?

 “Checks and Balances” are important to District 
Council

 Predictability and Efficiency

 What is the right threshold?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now think more things will go to site plan than today.  (look at video)The goal is to get the most predicable and efficient government process that we can.  How do you make the process more predicable and efficient.  You heard yesterday from a developer’s perspective, why there is a hesitation the building in PGC.  Unpredictable and long….I have a better way of making my money. There are other places that are more predicable than PGC and faster.  Adopt good standards and when it is a simple site plan let it be done administratively. When it’s more complicated it goes to the planning board, if it’s major it goes to DC.  There is an appeal procedures in the ordinance.  



Key Decision Items
Community Input
27-3.400 (Module 3)
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 Require Public Notice (Table 27-2.407)
 Required posting
 Retain public hearings
 New Applications Manual

 Pre-Application Neighborhood Meeting
      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stakeholders have noted that our outreach is strong today.  Clarion said that we do a good job. Is this robust enough? What would you want us to do differently? We’ve expanded that.  In certain types of development and application can’t be filed until there is a preapplication meeting with the neighborhoods before you even file it. Mailed notice and published noticeEngage citizens better and engage them upfront. You have high development standards and you engage the public at the beginning, You get a better results at the end. So…when you so up with an application and they ask if you’ve had your preapplication meeting with the neighbors, and they say no….it’s an incomplete application.Much better noticeMeetings with developerMeaningful input up front = more ability to collaborate and influenceClarion recommends:Community involvement early on in the process allows residents to provide greater input on development in their communities. Clarion also recommends:Improving the notification methods by using technology to help communicate. E-Mail and the web should be used extensively with any 21st Century ordinance.Requiring the applicant to have a pre-application neighborhood meeting to review the development applicationRequiring pre-application conferences with staff and implement a process to ensure application completeness prior to us accepting any applicationOne additional recommendation that we feel is important is instituting a formal and clear interpretations process so there is no room for misunderstanding. Over the years staff has made a number of interpretations but they haven’t been formally collected or made available in a convenient manner, such as on the Planning Department’s web page. This is something that most jurisdictions now do because it makes these interpretations of how the zoning and subdivision laws should be applied transparent and consistent from project to project. Everyone is on the same page. 



Key Proposed Changes
Community Input
27-3.402 (Module 3)
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Pre-Application Neighborhood meeting 
 Encouraged for many applications

 Required before submitting an application for:
 Parcel-specific map amendments

 Planned development (PD) map amendments

 Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Overlay Zone map amendments

 Special exceptions

 Major site plans

 Major adjustments

 Notice posted and mailed 10 days in advance to municipalities, 
adjacent landowners and civic organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stakeholders have noted that our outreach is strong today.  Clarion said that we do a good job. Is this robust enough? What would you want us to do differently? We’ve expanded that.  In certain types of development and application can’t be filed until there is a preapplication meeting with the neighborhoods before you even file it. Mailed notice and published noticeEngage citizens better and engage them upfront. You have high development standards and you engage the public at the beginning, You get a better results at the end. So…when you so up with an application and they ask if you’ve had your preapplication meeting with the neighbors, and they say no….it’s an incomplete application.Much better noticeMeetings with developerMeaningful input up front = more ability to collaborate and influenceClarion recommends:Community involvement early on in the process allows residents to provide greater input on development in their communities. Clarion also recommends:Improving the notification methods by using technology to help communicate. E-Mail and the web should be used extensively with any 21st Century ordinance.Requiring the applicant to have a pre-application neighborhood meeting to review the development applicationRequiring pre-application conferences with staff and implement a process to ensure application completeness prior to us accepting any applicationOne additional recommendation that we feel is important is instituting a formal and clear interpretations process so there is no room for misunderstanding. Over the years staff has made a number of interpretations but they haven’t been formally collected or made available in a convenient manner, such as on the Planning Department’s web page. This is something that most jurisdictions now do because it makes these interpretations of how the zoning and subdivision laws should be applied transparent and consistent from project to project. Everyone is on the same page. 



SEPT - DEC 2017
 Comprehensive Review Draft released for public review and 

comment
 Consideration of small number of bills, including 

establishment of Countywide Map Amendment process

JAN - SPRING 2018
 Council retreat - update
 Legislative draft presented to Council 
 Legislative package
 Review of draft Applications Manual

 Legislative hearings and approval
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Project Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the fall is really where the ordinance becomes more than a Council guided product but really a Council owned project. This fall:During the summer break, the planning staff worked to make an updated Comprehensive Review Draft – which includes everything discussed over the summer. At the beginning of September, this will be the draft that we submit as the legislative draft, which is expected to be released by the end of this monthThe code won’t be a single piece of legislation, but it will be a package of legislative bills There will be one bill for the entire ordinance – this is the big one. There will be one bill to approve the re-zoning decision matrix and process, and another bill to initiate the Countywide Map Amendment The vast majority of the bills – about 30 – will be to make technical corrections throughout the County code to ensure consistencyThis is just like the creation of DPIE – there were plenty of bills to ensure consistency. We’re hoping that throughout the fall the Council and Council staff will be able to review the proposed legislative draft in work sessions, make changes and then approve the new ordinance at the end of the fall. we are confident that these timelines can be kept, if we take care of everything early on.Even though the ordinance will be approved, it won’t take effect until we complete the Map amendment and Applications manual – about six months later.Once the ordinance has been approved, we’ll begin the next steps. This includes:Drafting the application manual – which is the manual for applicants and the public to know what information needs to be submitted before the application is considered complete.Re-zoning the County using the decision matrixBeginning public outreach and education 



SPRING - FALL 2018
 Public outreach and 

education
 Finalization of Applications 

Manual
 Preparation of application 

forms, flowcharts, and other 
documents

 Countywide Map 
Amendment underway
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Project Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We expect the Countywide Map Amendment, application procedures manual and such to take six months. After whichIn the late spring/summer 2018:You will approve the County Wide Map AmendmentThe new ordinance will take effect – after this all incoming development applications will follow the new ordinanceWe’ll continue public education and outreach, making sure everyone know about and how to use the new ordinanceAnd finally, we will resume work on the Subdivision regulations



Questions?
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Major Revisions for
Next Draft
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 Zones
 Name changes
 Expanded applicability of center base zones to include US 1
 Remove MH-PD, CAC-PD, R-PD-L
 Required mix of uses for some zones

 Uses
 Hold off on Accessory Dwelling Units and Backyard 

Chickens
 Further distinguish neighborhood and service commercial 

zones
 Take another look at personal services, nightclubs
 Clearly incorporate urban agriculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are decisions that they County Council has made during our work sessions earlier this year. 



Major Revisions for
Next Draft

24

 Design Standards
 Re-visit minimum parking in LTO, RTO zones
 Include “combination retail” and refine standards
 Re-evaluate Neighborhood Compatibility Standards 

for context
 Identify ways to strengthen Green Building 

Standards
 Align noise regulation with State requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



Major Revisions for
Next Draft

25

 Process and Administration; Subdivision
 Restore District Council election to review
 Refine Pre-Application Neighborhood Meetings
 Continue working to expand community notification
 Appropriately reference municipal authority
 Strengthen grandfathering provisions
 Refine thresholds for Minor and Major Site Plans and 

Subdivisions
 Refine Certificate of Adequacy process
 Reconsider exempting LTO, RTO from transportation 

adequacy test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



Transition and 
Implementation

26

 The Countywide Map Amendment
 Administrative zoning process to apply new zones to 

properties
 Intent – to ensure each property is matched to the new 

zone that is closest to the current zone

 Public notification, open houses, and outreach

 NOT intended to be an opportunity to make drastic 
changes; NOT a “free for all”; NOT a substitute for 
comprehensive plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



Transition and 
Implementation

27

 The Countywide Map Amendment
 “Euclidean” or base zones
▪ Residential
▪ Commercial
▪ Industrial

 What about my home?
▪ Own a single-family home in a single-family zone? 

No impact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



Transition and 
Implementation

28

 The Countywide Map Amendment
 Plan 2035 Designated Growth Centers

▪ Regional Transit Districts: New Carrollton Metro
▪ Local Transit Districts: Cheverly Metro, Landover Metro, Morgan 

Boulevard Metro
▪ Town Centers: Landover Gateway 
▪ Neighborhood Centers: Port Towns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



Transition and 
Implementation

29

 The Countywide Map Amendment
 Everything else? – The Decision Matrix

▪ Mixed-Use Zones and Comprehensive Design Zones Outside Centers
▪ M-X-T/M-U-I west of Landover/Annapolis Road and East of Anacostia River
▪ M-X-T southeast, abutting Cheverly Metro 
▪ M-X-T north of Vista Gardens Marketplace
▪ M-U-I along Martin Luther King Highway in Glenarden
▪ M-U-I east of Morgan Blvd Metro on Central Avenue
▪ M-U-I along Sherriff Road near Fairmount Heights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:
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Transition and 
Implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision that you will have to make about key elements of the zoning ordinance in the coming months.  Not asking for decision today, but we want to you consider them over the next few months to decide the direction your will give to the planning staff in preparing the final ordinance. What we’ve heard:



• GET INVOLVED and spread the word!

• Give us your feedback and ideas

– http://pgplanning.civicomment.org

• Give your Council Member your feedback 

• Attend our community forums for the modules and Comprehensive Review 
Draft 

• Join our conversation – website, OpenComment, e-mail, Facebook, Twitter

How Can I Help?
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Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is our charge to you!Stay involvedProvide your feedback – we need to know what you are thinking! Tell your Council Member what you like, and what you don’t like. Share what you have learned with your family, friends and neighborsWe also encourage everyone to read the Evaluation and Recommendations Report, keep up on our project website and sign up for our e-mail, twitter, and facebook, and to register at OpenComment. OpenComment will allow you to comment on the report and future draft modules and legislation live on the web, and you can add your thoughts to other comments to start conversations about these important proposed changes. 



@ZonePGC

www.facebook.com/ZonePGC

zoningpgc.pgplanning.com

ZoningPGC@ppd.mncppc.org
301-780-8173  

or

Contact the project team and join the 
conversation:

Next Steps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is our charge to you!Stay involvedProvide your feedback – we need to know what you are thinking! Tell your Council Member what you like, and what you don’t like. Share what you have learned with your family, friends and neighborsWe also encourage everyone to read the Evaluation and Recommendations Report, keep up on our project website and sign up for our e-mail, twitter, and facebook, and to register at OpenComment. OpenComment will allow you to comment on the report and future draft modules and legislation live on the web, and you can add your thoughts to other comments to start conversations about these important proposed changes. 
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